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INTRODUCTION

Since the political changes in Iran, over thirty years ago, many families have chosen exile,
starting new lives in many different countries on several continents. This has provoked a
complete up-rooting of their traditions and, in many cases, a loss of contact with their mother
culture. Several generations of Iranians born outside their country are lacking the links to
their motherland and are deeply concerned for the loss of identity this may cause. Iranians
have many reasons to be proud of their culture. Great scientists, poets, architects and artists,
have made substantial contributions to Mankind through the centuries.
This in initiative springs from the treasure of knowledge and culture accumulated during
years of painstaking research by Robert and Jacqueline de Warren. They dedicated great part
of their lives to researching, studying and documenting the traditional dances and ceremonies
of Iranian civilization. The fruits of these many years of dedication have been the foundation
on which The Iranian National Folklore Society was built, under the patronage of HIM The
Empress Farah Pahlavi and the reason for the creation of this “THE IRANIAN EXPERIECE”
All Iranians have the responsibility of preserving their ancestral culture and traditions and
insure the legacy of these treasures is passed intact to future generations.

THIS IS OUR MISSION
PRESERVATION
TICP will undertake the creation of lost archives, through its Officers and recruiting single
individuals, graduates from the Persian program now in exile, with knowledge and
experience, to help reconstruct lost data and classify accordingly.

PROMOTION
We will search for opportunities to give or sponsor lectures and demonstrations on relevant
themes, at schools, colleges and cultural organizations, participate in multi-cultural festivals
and promote more understanding of diversity.

PERFORMANCE
We will support, collaborate, organize or present professional public performance of Iranian
dances and ceremonies, engaging specialized artists for each event. These events will have
paid admissions for ticket revenue, free entry for children, students and seniors not usually
able to attend such performances, television, internet DVD and other media presentations,
publications.

IRAN – Cultural Research
1965 – 1977
INTRODUCTION
By
ROBERT DE WARREN
In 1965 I arrived in Tehran, at the recommendation of Dame Ninette de Valois, founder of the
British Royal Ballet, H.I.M. The Shah, had requested her council regarding Dance development
of the National Ballet of Iran.
Minister of Arts and Culture, Mehrdad Pahlbod, soon appreciated my deep interest in Iran’s
multi-faceted cultural heritage. Encouraged by the Her Majesty The Shabanou, the National
Folklore Institute was founded and I was appointed its Artistic Director.

Our mission was comprised of several activities leading to the establishment of:
A - Dance Academy
B - Performing Company
C - Research
D - Archive
Honored to accept this fascinating challenge, my wife Jacqueline and I spent the following
years, until 1977, fulfilling this mission.
We embarked on setting the foundations of the National Folklore Society’s institute for the
formation of artists able to perform the many styles of ethnic dances inherent to the vast
tribal areas of the country. Until this initiative, there had not been any methodical research or
documentation of Iran’s vast ethnic cultural treasures. Activities were mostly limited to
presenting small amateur performing groups, brought to the capital by the Ministry of Arts
and Culture. However, this valuable experience awoke an awareness of the existing heritage
of untapped cultural resources available.

THE INSTITUTE

The Institute became the headquarters of all activities.

We gathered the existing amateur groups of dancers, singers and musicians under the
auspices of our Institute. Guidance and expertise was provided to improve their levels of
presentation.
Groups: Azarbaijan, Guilan, Assirian Dance, Torbat e Jam and Bojnurd.
A – DANCE ACADEMY
Three Year Course for the formation of professional dancers.

Nationwide publicity attracted high-school graduates to audition. The Course offered a
Diploma and the possibility of being accepted in the Performing Company. Students
auditioning were selected following certain criteria:
Physical attributes, instinctive musical sense, instinctive dance sense, personal interests and
ambitions, general education.
We devised a Curriculum unique in its capacity to form artists capable of understanding the
wide variety of styles in Iranian Folklore.
Subjects:
Dance Technique - new syllabus Mime and Acting
Music – Classical Dastgha, Tribal rhythms, Urban Music Movement Analysis
Performing Skills
Courses were full-time, requiring a constant commitment.
B - THE PERFORMING COMPANY

It was imperative to have a Professional Dance Company capable of presenting a wide variety
of performances at the new Rudaki Hall in Tehran.
An intensive selection process followed by an equally intensive formation course, assured the
first performances within a period of six months. Most of the selected dancers were “natural”
dancers who, with specific direction could reach an acceptable artistic level. Their
enthusiasm was a vital element of our success.
THE MAHALLI DANCERS OF IRAN – The performing Company that toured the World as
ambassadors of Iranian Culture.

The first tour to London, established THE MAHALLI DANCERS OF IRAN as a definitely beautiful
entity on the international dance circuit. Princess Anne attended the opening performance at the
famous Sadler’s Wells Theatre.
The following, are Works created by us until the completion of my duties in 1977:

TRIBAL DANCES:
FESTIVAL IN KURDISTAN
DANCES FROM GUILAN NOW RUZ IN AZARBAIJAN DANCES FROM
BALUCHISTAN TORKAMAN FOLKLORE DANCES FROM BOJNURD and TORBAT E JAM in
Khorassan Province YEZLEH FROM KHUZESTAN
FESTIVAL IN BOUCHER
BOYER – AHMADI from KOHKILUYEH DANCES FROM LORESTAN
JIROFT KERMAN
WEDDING IN SHUSHTAR
MYSTIC CEREMONIAL: A DERVISH CEREMONY

ZAR – KHUZESTAN

ZURKHANEH

COURT DANCES - Based on the Ancient Arts of Miniatures and inherited traditions:
HAFT PEYKAR RAKHSE SAFFAVID
ZARB E ZANGULEH
QAJAR COURT DANCES
CHEHEL SOTUN
POPULAR ENTERTAINMENT:
KHEIME SHAB BAZI HAJI BABA
MYTHOLOGICAL THEMES:

SIMORGH

ZAL VA RUDABEH

Performances in Iran were presented at:
ROUDAKI HALL, NYIAVARAN PALACE, GOLESTAN PALACE, SAADABAD PALACE, NIRTV, JASHNE
FARHANGE HONAR, TAKHT E DJAMSHID (Persepolis)
International Touring:
ENGLAND, FRANCE, GERMANY, USA, PAKISTAN, QATAR, DUBAI, EGYPT, MEXICO, VENEZUELA
C - RESEARCH
Systematic Research was a prime objective. A specific plan was evolved and funds were allocated
to allow for a Research Team, which I headed. Most of Iran was covered during this specific
period from 1967, when I organized the first excursion to Kurdistan, until my departure in 1977.
Research Team: We travelled usually in two Jeep or Land Rover with, two dancers from the
Academy, Cameraman, Sound Technician, Administrator/organizer, Interpreter (engaged locally
for dialects.) Occasionally included designers or musicians.
Objectives: Find local tribal or community leaders, contact local Education, municipal or health
officers. Obtain pointers for events of particular interest. Talk to people in bazaars, outside
mosques and tea-rooms.
Follow-up on information received, and finally visit areas of interest to film, record music,
photograph and design all artifacts, clothes, accessories, etc.

RESEARCH EXPEDITIONS TO:
• AZARBAIJAN: Tabriz, Heriz, Eastern and Western areas. Ta’ati, Shasavan tribes.
Rezaieh Assirian dances
• BALUCHISTAN/ SISTAN: Zahedan, Zabol, Iranshahr, Bampour, Chah Bahr, Hash,
Saravan
• FARS: Shiraz, Minab, Bandar Abbas, Kaserun, Kavar, Firuzabad GUILAN : Lahijan, Rasht,
Deylaman and most Caspian Area.
• ESFAHAN, Isfahan city, Shahreza
• KERMAN: Kerman city, Bam, Jiroft, Sirjan, Mahan
• KERMANSHAHAN: Kermanshah, Kerend, Sar-ePol, Tazeh Abad, Davarud
• KHORASSAN: Bojnurd, Torbat e Jam, Neishapour
• KHUZESTAN: Ahwaz, Bandar e Busher, Dezful, Shushtar, Bandar e Lengheh, Shush
KORDESTAN: Sanandaj, Saqqez, Kahriz, Mahabad, Miandobad
• LORESTAN: Borujer, Khorramabad, Malayer, Arak
• MAZANDERAN: Gorgan, Turkoman Folkore, North-East Caspian region
• CITIES OF INTEREST VISITED: Kashan, Qom, Hamadan, Mashad, Yazd
D – ARCHIVES
All material gathered during research was analyzed, classified, indexed and placed in the
ARCHIVES.
Great attention was given to insure legitimacy of the material collected.
If foreign influences were detected, they were removed. Sometimes music from a neighboring
tribe was used, or songs from another country. We insured they were all identified.
Wedding ceremonies, Circumcision Customs, Funerals, all were catalogued with appropriate
information about costume, ornaments, specific music, and historical background.
The ARCHIVES were divided into the following CLASSIFICATIONS: 1 – TRIBAL DANCES
Clear identifications of origin Musical accompaniment
Alphabetical names of Dance Steps and description Related ethnic details
HISTORICAL DANCES
Literary research; Ancient Manuscripts, Museums Illustrations: Miniatures
Frescoes Sculpture, Musical Modes
MYSTIC CEREMONIAL
Pre- Islamic: Now Ruz
Post- Islamic: Dervish Ceremonial, Zurkhaneh, T’azieh
URBAN DANCES
Wedding Ceremonies, Kheime Shab-bazi (Iranian puppets) Baba Karam (popular family
entertainment)
MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS – On our research we always sought to obtain original musical
instruments. They were also exhibited under:

TRIBAL MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS - TRADITIONAL MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS

British Dance Magazine – DANCE AND DANCERS
Copies of articles appearing on the presentation of
THE MAHALLI DANCERS OF IRAN
At
SADLER’S WELLS THEATRE
LONDON

CONTINUED…

